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      "I had crossed all the lines they you say you can never cross without being destroyed, and here I
was, alive and strong."
   

   In the grand tradition of Moll Flanders and Vanity Fair, this is the story of a good girl who became a bad
woman. At the old homestead her name is never spoken and her picture is turned to the wall, but in the vast
world beyond everyone remembers her as the celebrated madam of the finest parlor house in San
Francisco. Now, at the end of her life, after half a century of successfully hiding the details of her scarlet
past, Belle has decided to reveal all her secrets.
         
  In 1838, Arabella Godwin and her beloved younger brother, Lewis, are orphaned and shipped away from
their home in New York City to live on their aunt's desolate farm upstate. The comforts she has always
known are replaced with grueling work and a pair of cunning enemies in her cousins Agnes and Matthew.
Amid this bleak existence, there emerges light in the form of a local boy, Jeptha Talbot.  He is everything
good that Arabella craves. His love saves her and becomes an obsession that will last her whole life.   
           
Time and again she will be broken and remade. She will bear a gambler’s child, build a fortune, commit
murder, leave a trail of aliases in her wake and sacrifice almost everything—though perhaps not enough--for
the man whose love she cannot bear to lose.  At last her destiny will take her to Gold Rush California, to
riches and power.
           
 Until the day she mysteriously disappears.
           
 Told with unflagging wit and verve, Belle Cora brings to life a turbulent era and an untamed America on the
cusp of greatness. Its heroine is a woman in conflict with her time, who nevertheless epitomizes it with her
fighting spirit, her gift for self-invention, and her determination to chart her own fate.
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From reader reviews:

Linda Spaulding:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to learn everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that reserve
has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. They can be reading
whatever they get because their hobby is reading a book. Think about the person who don't like reading a
book? Sometime, individual feel need book after they found difficult problem or maybe exercise. Well,
probably you should have this Belle Cora: A Novel.

Timmy Gallegos:

The guide untitled Belle Cora: A Novel is the book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to you actually. The language that author use to explained
their ideas are easily to understand. The author was did a lot of research when write the book, hence the
information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of Belle
Cora: A Novel from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Nathan Barnes:

Exactly why? Because this Belle Cora: A Novel is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting
for you to snap it but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having
this any longer or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of rewards than the other book
get such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking method. So , still want to delay having that
book? If I were being you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Frank Anderson:

As a student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library in
order to make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's internal
or real their leisure activity. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to go to the library. They go to
right now there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring
and can't see colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important in your case. As
we know that on this time, many ways to get whatever we would like. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this Belle Cora: A Novel can make you really feel more interested to read.
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